f. i. mautner Various considerations in the study of unitary representations of groups lead to the following question (cf. [l ] and [2] )Given a group G every one of whose elements has only a finite number of distinct conjugates; is every irreducible unitary representation of G finitedimensional? Attempts have been made to prove that the answer is affirmative; in this note we give examples which settle the problem in the negative. These examples also show that the structure of the unitary representations of even countable discrete groups is more complicated than the so far existing theory (cf.
[3], [4] , and [5] ) would lead one to expect. We shall come back to this point elsewhere.
Let infinite-dimensional irreducible representations equal to the identity element e of g; elements of G are to be multiplied componentwise. Then it is clear that each element of G has only a finite number of distinct conjugates.
Let A be the subgroup of those elements A = (gi, g2, • • • ) of G for which each g"£a and similarly B be the subgroup of those elements B all of whose components are in b. Since every element g of g is a unique product g = ba with &£fo, a£a, therefore every element G of G can be written uniquely as a product G -BA with 73£B, AElA. w. t. reid
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